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Abstract

- The project envisages the development of the field to prepare new responsive structures. Research aims to assure the scientific support needed by technological progress and starts from design of macromolecular compounds and moves towards to prepare of polymer matrices for sensitive structures and nanostructured architectures having responsive properties to be investigated and utilized as active and efficient elements in varied domains that address applications of these products.

- The proposed studies assure obtainment of polymer surfaces and their utilization in responsive structures, polymer matrices facilitate an easier coupling of sensitive structures, possibility of introduction of new functional groups with the coupling capacity improvement, a good stability, and stronger responsive behavior in response to stimuli by multiplication of the effects.

- As novelty elements we mention:
  - New polymeric structures realization, mainly biodegradable, for coupling sensitive compounds and obtaining of new intelligent materials: macromolecular matrix/sensor
  - Amphiphil structures realization to improve coupling capacity
  - Utilization of fluorescent compounds with multiple functions as sensing component
  - Structural characterization of the polymeric matrices, investigation of structure and morphology of the hybrid surfaces polymer/sensor, getting thoroughly and extending the knowledge into the surface and interface of sensitive system, supramolecular evaluation of the prepared nanocomposites systems, establishing the critical concentrations and dimensions, respectively optimum ratio matrix/sensor, attempts to establish a mathematic model to correlate coupling conditions on sensing answer will enable elucidation of aspects regarding obtainment of new sensitive structures.
General objective:
The research intends to be a profound investigation theoretic and in the same time matter-of-fact for selecting and producing of materials proper for coupling sensing substances – challenge for any synthesizer – but also the improvement of the recognizing systems for instantly identification of a target component (pH, temperature, etc.) as well as of the mechanism from the sensor base.

- The derived objectives are the following:
  Obtainment of new polymeric materials to use them as matrix enable for definitely coupling of the sensitive molecule responsible to have stabile and reproductible sensitive functions
  Improvement of the coupling methods of the sensitive molecule by modifying the polymeric substrate
  Applicative research activities oriented towards the obtainment, characterization and use of the fluorescent dye-dopped sensitive multifunctional nanocomposites materials
  Functionality and supramolecular self-assembling correlation of the sensitive structure – polymeric matrix / sensitive molecule – in response to simultaneous multiple stimuli
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